Visit from the Stork CIC impact /
social value report
Working through the COVID-19 crisis with Stork Support
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Section 1

Introduction by the CEO - Kimberly Bond
Just 6 months ago my business - and the world - looked very different. We
were about to finish a year of success running breastfeeding support in the
community through our BOOBS (Be Open on Breastfeeding Salford) project
and focus on starting a new service hiring toys out to parents. I could never
have imagined what was coming and how we would react to it as an organisation
- and that I would be writing this report so proud of what we have achieved.
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Our Stork Support project started out as purely reactionary to what was going
on with the crisis - seeing parents and families worrying out loud on social
media about being able to access essential items for the children as the country
locked down. I knew we had to do something as an organisation and use our
network to reach as many families in crisis as possible. We were only a tiny
team at that point (myself and Rachel, our BOOBS project manager) and we
collectively agreed that all our energy needed to be focused on helping as many
people as possible. Rachel created a system to be able to collect referrals, we
created a project email address that we could both access, and then we applied
for the Crisis Fund from NHS Salford CCG to get us started and shouted
to our networks to recruit some volunteers. On the 30th March, I took my
first phone call for a mum in Eccles - and my phone didn’t stop ringing for the
whole of lockdown.
I am so proud of how the whole voluntary and social enterprise sector in
Greater Manchester reacted - no waiting for government to provide the help many of my fellow leaders from VCSE organisations in Salford and Manchester
just got on and did what was needed right from grassroots level, using their
reserves, their amazing skills and their energy to do what they do best.
This report attempts to document some of the huge impact our Stork Support
project had on families in Greater Manchester between March and August
2020.
We soon realised, just weeks into lockdown, that the coronavirus crisis had
unearthed a much deeper problem of poverty and even destitution for some
families, and that we would need to continue for much longer than planned.
We are now well into Phase 2 of the project, with plans for expansion and
partnerships in various areas of the region.
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Section 1

With thanks to all the funders and
supporters who have helped us:

ForHousing
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And our current funders:
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Section 2

Stork support
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We have been providing parcels of baby essentials under our Stork Support project.
Typically this includes nappies, wipes, bath ‘toiletries’ such as baby wash, shampoo, oil
and lotion and then other items such as teething gel, calpol and nappy cream as well as
baby food and formula milk if requested. We delivered these to our client’s doors under
a covid-safe ‘no contact’ delivery via our volunteer team of drivers.
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Section 3

Headline stats

Between 30th March and 7th August we
delivered 845 parcels to 496 families
Manchester

Salford

641

176

parcels delivered to

parcels delivered to

358

121

Families in need

Families in need

We also delivered parcels to Trafford,
Bolton & Stockport
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Our busiest week
was the week
commencing 13th
April with 85
parcels delivered.

Stock stats

917
Bums wrapped up

179
Bigger tums filled

818

543

Bums cleaned

Babies bathed

425

206

We worked with 107 referral
Tiny tums filled
Crying soothed
agencies across Greater
Manchester including
schools,nurseries, charities, early
help teams, health visitors and
midwives. We also took direct
£8085
referrals from the Manchester
City Council Emergency helpline, Raised in funds from 7 funders & supporters
Salford Assist & Trafford Assist.
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Section 3

Places we delivered to the most:
Manchester
Harpurhey & Blackley (M9) 70 parcels to 35 clients

Cheetham Hill (M8)
58 parcels to 30 clients

Openshaw (M11)
50 parcels to 33 clients

Gorton (M18) 95 parcels to 51 clients
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Fallowfield (M14) 62 parcels to 35 clients
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Section 3

Places we delivered to the most:
Salford
Little Hulton (M38)
31 parcels to 23 clients

Kersal/Broughton (M7)
- 40 parcels to 30 clients
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Eccles (M30) 20 parcels to 14 clients

Pendleton (M6) 29 parcels to 20 clients

Ordsall/ Langworthy (M5) 22 parcels to 10 clients
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Section 3

Reasons for referral - a reflection and summary
The first lockdown was a complete
unknown - in the first couple of weeks
we took phone calls directly from clients
themselves asking for help with essential
items, before we switched to taking
referrals from professionals.
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It wasn’t until nearly the end of April that
we started recording the reason for referral
- i.e the reasons people needed help. It was
after we started recording this data that we
realised our project was going much deeper
than helping people through a temporary
crisis. Our referral agencies started saying
that our project had been needed for much
longer than at the start of the pandemic
because of the levels of poverty in Greater
Manchester. By Mid-June we realised that
the clients were coming to us because they
were in debt or financial crisis or had lost
their job and had been forced into poverty
by the pandemic - and it wasn’t because
they were ill or self-isolating. In addition,
many of our clients were in the asylum
system, with no recourse to public funds.
As one client put it, they were ‘falling
through the cracks’ of support from the
government.
As well as the local authority helplines,
referrers we worked closely with
included The Big Life Group who run
children centres, nurseries and schools in
Manchester. They also run The Big Issue,
and we helped their street vendors who had
no work to make sure they had essential
supplies. We also worked with several
foodbanks across the city and South
Manchester Credit Union. In Salford, we

worked with the Early Help teams, Health
Visitors, Salford CAB, Homestart Salford
& Trafford and housing associations such as
Irwell Valley and For Housing.
Other than ‘professional referral’ (490
parcels) we recorded reasons for needing
a parcel from us for a total of 355 parcels
- with 121 parcels being delivered because
the client had reduced income as a result
of Covid-19, and 95 parcels being delivered
because they were waiting for Universal
Credit. In addition, 81 parcels were
delivered to clients who had no recourse
to public funds. We think the numbers of
these three categories was actually much
higher than those recorded but had been
recorded under ‘professional referral’. In
addition, some of the clients whose reason
for needing our help was ‘UC Claim’,
continued to need our help even when
universal credit did arrive. Later on in the
project we did add a ‘financial hardship’
reason to our stats, but only a few were
recorded within this column for phase 1.
We are expecting the numbers for phase
2 to be much higher, reflecting the fact
that the clients who are now on Universal
credit or reduced income, will have been
pushed into financial hardship and are now
struggling with household debt.
Also - surprisingly - hardly any of our
clients were recorded as actually being
unwell from covid and having to selfisolate. This could be because in the first
‘wave’ the virus hit the elderly population
the hardest and our clients are younger
than 40 or 50.
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Section 4

From the Referral agencies
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“Although Covid-19 has placed an additional strain on society and created
further need, I feel this need existed before and will continue to do so post
Covid-19 with more families facing financial hardship, and as immigration/
migration changes with more families moving around the country and into
the country due to cost of living, evictions etc. there will be an increase in
families in crisis without a support network.”
Social worker, North Manchester

“I think this service has been invaluable to the residents / new / newish
mums of Manchester. Mums often feel anxious when they have a baby
and want to have all the supplies they need, there was worry that they
could not get basics as the chemists and supermarkets had empty shelves
as people panic bought. Parents could not stand in long queues at the
supermarket especially with a baby in a pram etc.”
- Neighbourhood officer, Hulme
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Section 4
“The assistance provided by Stork Support has helped Jayne to obtain
provisions for her new born child that she would not have been able to
afford- or she would have had to have gone without other essentials to
finance the cost. this help in the first 3 months of her baby's life has
been instrumental in alleviating hardship.” - Salford CAB

“As 1 in 5 kids in Manchester live in poverty the service will
be a lifeline for many and of course with the impact of the
economy shrinking by over 20% and more people claiming
benefits, I can’t see how it won’t be needed to be honest.”
- Northwards Housing
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“I feel that this service is valuable to the families I support, especially
as we have a large number of families who have no recourse to public
funding. Currently we are not having as many referrals but I feel that
is due to the health visitors referring directly to you as most people are
working from home. In the months to come I feel we will continue to
use your service to help families.” - Anne-Marie, Manchester council

“The positive impact on clients as your charity has filled a
significant gap as many other charities and support services are
unable to offer the support your service has been able to do so and
also the turn around time has been excellent as many clients do not
plan to run out so it is often an emergency or crisis when referral
made to turn around has meant that children have milk and other
basics required to thrive. Also, the fact you offer a specific support
service e.g. asking clients the nappy size they require and the type
of formula has been useful as where there are services offering
something they have been unable to cater for all needs.”
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Section 4

Support Worker at Homestart Manchester,
September 2020
“I have been working with this family
for 6 weeks as a family support worker,
supporting them with weekly telephone
calls. Mum was trafficked into the UK
a year ago and forced into prostitution.
Dad was trafficked into the UK and
forced into work slavery. The two met
due to their circumstances and now live
together in sheltered accommodation.
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The family are currently working with a
Charity that helps trafficked individuals
(Legally) who are helping Mum and Dad
to seek asylum and to be protected by
the United Kingdom. Mum and Dad
started their family during lockdown
and are first time parents, they have no
family or other support networks.
They both have no recourse to public
funds and are currently not allowed to
work.
Although we have been able to provide
food bank parcels, baby items are scarce.
The family are finding nappies a huge
expense and are struggling to make ends
meet.

I applied for support from Visit from
the Stork who responded to my Email
immediately. The team arranged for a
delivery of nappies and delivered them
within 48 hours! Not only did the Stork
Support team work to support this
family as quickly as possible, but also
they provided extra supplies as there
was a bank holiday due and they wanted
to make sure the family had enough to
cover their period.
The family’s response to receiving
nappies was overwhelm; they could not
believe that there was a service that helps
young families struggling with baby items
during Coronavirus. Mum said ‘the stress
and worry that we had has gone, we feel
that someone cares and that we are not
alone with our baby, we kept arguing and
I was crying because we didn’t know how
to get help, thank you VFTS!’.
As a professional, I feel I need to add
that there is not any service like Stork
Support in the Manchester area and that
this is something so necessary to support
families with essentials especially during
these difficult times.”
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Section 5

From our Volunteers

We were lucky enough to recruit 20 volunteers in the first 3 months of the crisis, all of
whom have worked extremely hard throughout and are so dedicated to helping families
across Greater Manchester. They have been on the front line, helping us deliver our
packages to families.
This chart shows the number of packages delivered by our volunteers from March
through to early August. You can see we had a very active and dedicated team, and we
really couldn’t have achieved anything without them.
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Impact of volunteering through the Stork
Support project
We captured some great stats through our Volunteer survey for Volunteers Week in
June. We found that the project had started to produce a great culture for volunteering
- with 100% of volunteers feeling like they were a valued member of the team and 65%
agreeing that the role made them feel more connected to their community. In addition,
88% of the team felt volunteering with us helped to reduce their own feelings of isolation
during the lockdown - a great outcome.
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Section 5

Recruitment

Three of our
Stork Support
volunteers are
now non-exec
directors on our
Board!

35%

From our survey: Why did you want
to volunteer with us?

“To do something to help people
through the pandemic and to
help my own mental health.”
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“To be doing something useful for
those badly hit by Covid while I
remained in full employment.”

Of our volunteers
had been recruited
through Salford
CVS, while we
found the rest
via Twitter and
Linkedin!

Of volunteers had
been with us since
April, while the rest
had been recruited
in March.

“I thought the project was a great
idea and was keen to be able to
volunteer to support people in
my local community.”

“I wanted to keep busy and do my bit
during lockdown. Also, it seemed a
bit different from other organisations,
interesting, and it was flexible enough
to accommodate around working from
home.”

From our Survey: What has been the
best thing about volunteering with us?

Well organised and easy to
accommodate around work The flexibility

Being able to help others
Of volunteers were full
time employed and able
to work from home

Doing something good &
meeting folks (even if at a
distance)
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Section 5

“
“
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“
“
“

From our Clients
Stork Support helped me tremendously
through lockdown – I was referred because I
had no recourse to public funds and my asylum
application had been put on hold because of
lockdown. I was able to make sure I had milk
and food for my daughter and some warm
tights for her to wear as our house was cold.
My application for asylum was finally accepted
and I can now find work and am no longer in
temporary accommodation. Stork Support
helped me so much, I don’t know how I would
have managed without. - Ann, Salford
I had reduced income because of covid and
being on maternity leave. The package from
Stork Support was great as it was a nice surprise,
I didn’t know they existed until I was referred
by Kickstart. It was extremely helpful in a really
uncertain time. - Danielle, Salford
My income decreased due to working in
hospitality and being on furlough pay. Having
nappies and items from Stork Support meant I
did not have to worry so much about being able
to feed my baby. I am now back in work and
hoping it will continue so I can provide for my
family! – Dal, Trafford.
The package came at just the right time, while
we were struggling, as I had reduced hours and
income from work. - Mum of 4, Salford
The package from Stork support really helped
me cope and I was really happy when I received
it, we were struggling due to increased bills and
debt. Thank you! - Anthonia, Manchester
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Sections 6 & 7

Stork Support Phase 2

As I write this in early November, I find it hard to think that we achieved so much in such
a small space of time in phase 1 of our project. I am pleased to say that thanks to the
National Lottery Coronavirus Support fund and the Coalfields Regeneration Trust, we
have extended our project until at least March 2021 and we are already 4 months into
phase 2. Not only this but thanks to these funders, we have now expanded our little team
of paid staff, and I have two passionate women working alongside me on the project. As
the national ‘emergency’ slows down, the long-lasting effects of the economic downturn
and rising unemployment rates are making themselves known in both Salford and
Manchester. We are working closely with some of our really regular clients to try and get
them out of financial hardship.

Plans for partnerships and expansion
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If this pandemic has taught me anything as a leader of a local organisation, it is that
community really counts. Your neighbourhood, your city, your region is what should
matter to everyone and working together with others to achieve the best for the
community is the way forward. The pandemic has opened up huge opportunities for us
to work together with some great organisations, and we’ll be announcing these as they
happen. One example of a partnership in action now is working with Little Hulton Big
Local at their community hub on the precinct to ensure families have a space they feel
safe walking in to and asking for help. We have our new staff member based there and
keep a stock of nappies and items ready for anyone that needs these. My target for 2021
is to open two more hubs, working in partnership with other organisations, and spreading
our reach even further across Salford and Manchester.
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Section 8
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Our Building Back Better strategy
As a member of Andy Burnham’s Social
Enterprise Advisory group, I have been
discussing with colleagues what a Building
back Better strategy actually looks like
for quite some time now. We know that
nothing in the world will really go back to
‘normal’ anytime soon and the next few
years will be about recovering what we
have lost in our communities as well as
embracing our new digital world and ways
of working. As a social enterprise, we need
to focus on income generation strategy
as well as our social outcomes and impact.
For me, our building back better strategy
is definitely about building up partnerships
and networks within our wonderful cities
of Salford and Manchester, instead of
trying to do it all on our own. This way,
we are able to open up new opportunities
and expand our reach to the potentially
thousands of families who need one of our
services. In addition, as a newly-accredited
Living Wage Employer, I feel our role as
an organisation is to offer up sustainable
and viable employment opportunities and
really creative and exciting volunteering
opportunities going forward. Finally, as
an organisation, we love promoting and
working with our local businesses such
as our ‘BOOBS Approved’ venues. We
intend to ‘shop local’ as a business as
much as we can, increasing the number of
Greater Manchester based suppliers we
use over the next 12 months.
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Final Word
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This is the first ever impact report we
have written - we hope it demonstrates
the amazing work our team has done
in the year we’re never going to forget.
Any comments or questions about
anything in this report please email me
(Kim) on visitfromthestork@gmail.com
or tweet me @kimmeh_007
I would like to say a really big thank you
again to all our funders and supporters
and everyone involved in this project.
Thank you also to Charlotte Rowley,
stats genius, for helping pull together
the stats for this report. And to Kieran
Bond, our graphic designer!
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